VHE* Cross
Sections

One of the oldest questions...
An Undertanding and a TEST

*VHE=Very High Energy

pp cross sections:
↓ LHC
Pasted Layer

See anything simple here? (—There is! —)
Upper–total cross section
Middle –inelastic cross section
Lower –elastic cross section

Lines: Fits c2ln2W + c1ln W + ...
From Block, Halzen...[1]

↓ Auger

What you’re seeing is:
A ‘Black Disc’ ∼ ln2W

(Heisenberg, 1952)[2]

with
a Smooth Edge ∼ constant

(Us, 2015)[3]

The ∼ ln2W
‘Relativistic Rise’ in ionization: An electron
(charged particle) can interact further and further
away due to relativistic boost of fields E ∼ γ.[4]
Similar for proton. But Coulomb → Yukawa.
1 → e−µr
r
r

Maximum range of interaction rmax:
W p × e−µrmax ≥ threshold
or rmax = const. × lnW
2
then σ ∼ rmax
∼ ln2W + ...

Froissart: σ ∼ ln2W fastest possible behavior
(analyticity)
Lukaszuk-Martin: σ ≤ mπ2 ln2W
π
(closest t-channel particle) [5]

The ‘Black Disc’

Complete absorbtion creates ‘hole’ in the wavefront
Result σinelastic = σelastic
or
σtotal = 2 × σelastic
Bloch and Halzen found in their fits [8]
σtotal = 1.1 mb × ln2W + ...
σinelastic = 0.56 mb × ln2W + ...
Looks like ‘Black Disc’ asymptotically !

But big non-leading terms—Asymptopia is still far
far, away

Puzzle
What is natural parameter for hadron physics?
Proton mass= 1 GeV?
ΛQCD = 0.2 GeV ?
So why the devil do we need 10 000 GeV (LHC) or
100 000 GeV (Auger) to begin to see Asymptopia?
Is there a new mass scale hiding at VHE??

The ‘Edge’ of the Proton
A truly hard ‘disc’ with sharp edge seems
unphysical– expect some sort of smooth edge.
Impact parameter representation of scattering
amplitude
Let
η(b) = “transparency” at impact parameter b.
σ T OT and σ EL are given by the same thing– η.
(Neglecting small Re part)

To isolate edge consider
R∞
T
OT
EL
σ
− 2σ
= 4π 0 η(1 − η) b db

Integrand peaks at edge, green curve
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Red curve=typical transparency
Normalizing to circumference
(σ T OT − 2σ EL) q

1

(π/2)σ T OT

≈ thickness

—-Prediction—-

(σ T OT − 2σ EL) q

1
(π/2)σ T OT

≈ constant

and has ‘reasonable’ value

Plot this from fits [3]
Lo and behold! A constant edge with thickness
1 f!
Blue =‘edge thickness’,
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Answer to Puzzle.

‘Edge’ is quite big.
Asymptopia starts only above 1-10 TeV!
(Where Rdisc >> Redge = thickness)

Can also include information from shape of elastic
diffraction peak [8]
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‘Edge’ slowly moving out, remaining approx.
constant
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———–But———–
Why is edge so big/disc so small ?
Edge: π(1f )2 = 20mb
Disc: 1.1mb × ln2W
What is ‘edge’ made of?
Attractive thought: pion exchange— 1/mπ ≈ 1.4f
Chiral symmetry says mπ ≈ 0
So edge is big because pion is light!
Indeed 1.1mb ∼ π/GeV 2 ∼ π/m2
p
Edge— ∼ pion
Disc— ∼ proton

Suggests answer to another ‘paradox’. What
happens at VHE when mπ → 0?
Lukaszuk- Martin-Froissart bound:
2
σ T OT ≤ (π/m2
π )ln W

Do cross sections blow up??
Our answer: As mπ → 0 , edge grows–
”Asymptopia” moves further away!!.
For final asymptoptic behavior ln2W ok
(but not coefficient)

Challenge to Theory
The 1.1 mb is a simple, fundamental, parameter of
strong interactions.
We now have W >> any plausible scale.
Please calculate (from Strings, Lattice QCD,...).

Recently
a New Thought[10]
Consider p-nucleus cross sections
Expanding proton radius should simply add to
ordinary nuclear radius.
(Because nucleus is anyway ‘black’ to central
collisions, only nucleons on outside matter)
Ordinary nucelar radius RA ≈ 1.2f A1/3
vhe ≈ R + Rvhe
Add ‘expanding proton” RA
A
pp
vhe )2 =
Cross section σ = π(RA
disc =
const. + 0.26πRA f × ln(W/m) + σpp
const. + 0.26πRA f × ln(W/m) + 0.55 mb × ln2(W/m)

Evaluate cross term
= 0.26π RAf × ln(W/m) = 24 mb × ln(W/m)
Surprisingly large!

Tests
a) The cross sections on nuclei vary with energy
approximately as const. + ln(W/m)
b) When comparing different nuclei the coefficient
of the ln(W/m) is linearly proportional to the radius
of the nucleus
Cross term can double cross section on Nitrogen!
Influences interpretation of highest energy
cosmic rays
> 10T eV –need p-nucleus collider to test.
True W ∼

Advantage of varying nucleus and so RA
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